1. What state is south of Georgia?
2. What state is bordered by Alabama, Tennessee, Arkansas, and Louisiana?
3. Is Missouri north or south of Arkansas?
4. What is the smallest state south of Massachusetts?
5. Which northwestern state borders Idaho and Oregon?
6. Is New Mexico east or west of Arizona?
7. What state is directly south of Nebraska?
8. Is Massachusetts north or south of New Hampshire?
9. Start in Ohio and go west to Illinois. Which state do you cross?
**Geography Crossword Puzzle**

**Down**

1. What state is south of Georgia?
2. What state is bordered by Alabama, Tennessee, Arkansas, and Louisiana?
3. Is Missouri north or south of Arkansas?
4. What is the smallest state south of Massachusetts?
5. Which northwestern state borders Idaho and Oregon?
6. Is New Mexico east or west of Arizona?
7. What state is directly south of Nebraska?
8. Is Massachusetts north or south of New Hampshire?
9. Start in Ohio and go west to Illinois. Which state do you cross?

**Across**

1. **Florida**
2. **North Carolina**
3. **Indiana**
4. **South Dakota**
5. **Kansas**
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